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Gallery Night Providence Celebrates Year Two! 
A portrait of Gallery Night Providence, August 20th 
Sixteen of Rhode Island's celebrated photographers have paired up with 
Gallery Night Providence galleries, museums and shops to capture the 
diversity and quality of the Providence art scene. On Gallery Night 
Providence, August 20th, the photographs will be unveiled in a special 
exhibition at from 5pm-9pm. As· part of the Birthday 
celebration and promotion of Gallery Night Providence, the images will be 
used in a poster and brochure to be distributed throughout New England. 
Distinguished graphic artist Pamela Kuehl has designed the promotional 
campaign. 
Providence has long been identified as an important center for photographic 
talent. Young professionals have emerged frr.m the shadows of Harry 
Callahan .and Aaron Siskand. Among \:ht::! ·talented pool of photographers 
working in Providence today, sixteen will reveal through their lenses the 
personality profile of Gallery Night participants. The photographers and their 
sites are: 
Photographers 
Constance Brown 
Erik Gould 
Kathie Florsheim 
Mary Ferrara 
Sandor Bodo 
Stan Weiss or Bob Thayer 
Stephan Brigidi? or Julie Brigidi 
Rachel Ritchie 
Linda Difrenna 
Sal Mancini? 
Richard Benjamin 
Gallery Night Locations 
Gallery Flux 
RISDMuseum 
Helianthus 
Peacable Kingdom 
Center City Artisans 
Tilden Thurber 
RIHS 
Bert Gallery 
Providence Art Oub 
Picture This 
Brown-List Gallery 
Copacetic 
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